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Hassaniya Arabic transcript: 
 

  ... أC أس$#!) ا(Aو() ا(345او@)*ء ا< و ا(=*ه3 ;: 999 ا(678 ا(345اوي /.$- أ+"*() '&%$#"!  إن �:س
�A' 67وي . (&* FKI* /: هMك �67 أ+!4D EF7@ ،HIC JK::ر�� *Fآ *FDآ3و أOD و MP37D Cآ&* @37ف و EF7@ 
J3،رحT$/ JU*"+ ا(345اء EP (+ ... 345اء)ا EP (&U*ه ...(!ه*I E)*$)*' و،(!ه*I JU*"+ ،J.V)ا  . W#!XDأ EF7@ *&)

 ، تF`;.* و '*($*(FK8/ E* واحA (!FKI ،*K"K* هMن آ*WD اس$3اتKV) ا(MZرة ا(!F; ()M.* تF`ع هOا ا(J.V و،1975ا(MZرة 
*'Mb) Aر،واح*bPCا c!$d/ *FD6 أKV@ ش*' f3gأ E)ا Aو واح *%D3P Aواح  ...F@A' ر*bPCا c!$d/ *Fت*I *&) 3و و@AD *

(K/Cا M4/  ) ل*#F@ E�،Cا M4&) i/دة ذرك '3اMIM/ E)أ (K/ . 999 *DAF; :/ :K&!7&)او اA' و ("!X)ا *DAF; اتA'
*DAF; :/ :K'رA&)ا،*DAF; :/ EF7@ E� Jآ ،*DAF; :/ 3@زM)ا  . cKك /: دول آMه :/ *FKV3ات ت"g E!; وA&$7D */

OهfOه Cت و*K8!K&)ا f(K)*5TDCا(34آ*ت ا ،EاتO)د ا*&$;Cا J'  .Oه EF7@fا (KVاس$3ات WD*ر آMZ) و ()M!)ة ا W4VD
Oهf(KVس$3اتCا  .(T#Z/ (#"n *DAF; و c#Z&)ا *F'*"� E!; *Kذات J/*ا;$&*د آ :@A&$7/ ب*"� *DAF; .د*&$;Cا EF7@ اOه.  
 ا@Mا أ/!E س&g 999 W7*(#) احKU*5*ت ;: ا(&%$Mى M$%/ 999ى اK/C) أM$%/ qTgى /MIMد هMن Kd/ EP&*ت :س

 EF7@ f آW!+ cK ;: ;*+6 اEF7@ 999 (+sXDC هO،رة اK#@3PC) آ*/!)ا(KrIs: هM أ+M$%/ Jى أ/K) /MIMد EP 999 ا(#*
(K/Cا M4&' W&$أه (!/*رات آ*nCا،M"$b@ 3او و#@ MP37@ -3ه"Vت :%)ا EP آ"*ر Cو J.و آ ...  

�A@ Eل ;!E أن هO:ر�� E!; ا ان دلOه f3ةbT)ا EF7@ ،@ 3ةbP  E)M)ا AK.8)ا EF7ةAKI EF7@ 3ةbP،t'*D 3ةbP EF7@ ، 
t'*D 3ةbP .Oهfu@6 ذKV@ و (P*#Z)ا u@6 ذKV@ كMه Aواح M8&@ E)3ة أbT)67 /: أح%: ، ا� E)ا HIC 67� :/، :/ 

(K#@3PCب اM78)ا c#أث،E/و أ Jه*I 67��A' ،67وي /EP 38$F ا(345اء، ;MTا /:  E)ا E� ، ه*@- C @37ف 
.  EP هOا ا(=3ف @EF7 ت- KP  تM4/ *"@3# اK/C) @EF7، س3y EP 20(Fف ،أ+J...  سF) أو أ+A/ EP EF7@30Jة ت3#@"* 

 {&$V/ أي cKآ M&!7$@ و MP37@ و (K/Cا M4/ i/*D3' دي*' :b)و J.V)ا q7' -.@A) خMK� *.KP }K4د@: صMIM/
 ،(&* @A/ *FKVرب.  C،أ/MVD :KF (!&M"KVD MVK$4D */ -!7 /7!- /: دو() ث*KD). @EF7 هOا إآ$T*ء ذاتE... ث*EP ED ا(7*(-

 K8K!/ *D*/ ، C* ت6KV 999 تA/ 6KVر@"K: /: ا(Aول ا(KD*Z) وC ت%$7*ن 'd"3اء،Aرب ;%3bي EP ا(&V*ل ا(3b%7ي/
*DAF; :/ E� Jص34اوي. آ E� Jا(345اوي، آ E)ا(345اوي ا :/  .  

 
 
English translation: 
 
S: It seems that the Saharawi people are very concerned about their future, especially for 
after independence. 
MAN: As many of you know, when we first came to the refugee camps, we were a very 
small population. In addition, we used to be nomads and different tribes that moved from 
one place to another in the desert – this made them ignorant tribes because they were 
never exposed to the outside world. However, when we came here to the camps, the 
strategy that we followed was to erase that mentality of ignorance from the people. For 
this, we sent one person to Libya, another to Cuba, France and Algeria so that they can 
bring different ideas. After these ideas came back to the camps, we started to educate 
people to eradicate illiteracy through different programs run by young people, especially 
students. In addition, the people who came back from abroad came as teachers, trainers 
and ministers – all of whom were Saharawis. Because of this, we are completely 
independent unlike those militia groups that bring in skilled people from other countries. 
The strategy of our revolution is self-reliance, which has been successful. We have 
dependable young people – we can depend entirely on our educated young people, and on 
those of us who are educated.  
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S: I have read that the illiteracy rates in the camps are the lowest in the whole African 
continent. That is to say that the majority of old people know how to read and write. So 
do you think that the strategy of eradicating illiteracy worked? 
MAN: The literacy situation in the camps is an indication that the leader of our 
revolution, El-Ouali’s idea was a good one. The idea of sending people to different 
countries so that they can bring back different ideas after being exposed to different 
cultures changed the Saharawi people from being refugees to one of the most educated 
African societies. In less than twenty years, the Saharawi people have transformed from 
an ignorant nomad people to people with very little illiteracy. It is true that some old 
people still struggle, but they are gradually learning like other people in other parts of the 
world. Once again, this is self-sufficiency: we do not need to have a teacher from another 
country. Our military trainers are Saharawis, we do not bring people from other countries 
like many militia groups – instead they are from us. Everything is from us. Everything is 
Saharawi: from Saharawi to Saharawi. 
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